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Abstract 
The amount of instruction level parallel~sm awlable In most benchmarks is very h~gh 
With the advances in VLSI technology, the microprocessor industry IS headmg towards 
bluld~ng hghly superscalar microprocessors This thesis deals with characternmg the 
vulnerab~lity of thls high level of parallehm to resource constra~nts 
We have considered slack, whch can mformally be defined as the number of clock cycles 
in whch an instruction without ~ncreasing the execut~on t ~ m e  of the program, as a measure 
of vulnerability and found that slack does not accurately prelct the vulnerab~llty We have 
defined, load, a property of the program whch measures the load on a clock cycle We 
have also considered cr(L,), where L, IS the load on cylce x, as a measure of vulnerabhty 
and found that t h~s  is also not an accurate measure 
We have considered various measures as canhdate measures of vulnerabhty Each 
measure makes a prediction about the program which IS more vulnerable Predction rate 
is the percentage of cases in whlch a prediction is made It has been observed that Accslk- 
Load has a prediction accuracy of about 85%, the prediction rate IS only 42% On the 
other hand, even though the prediction accuracy of a(L,), the standard deviat~on in the 
load, is lesser, there 1s a predict~on in all the cases 
